
 

 

 

Appendix A 
CLASSES OF TIME 

 

Woof Boom Radio offers the various classes of advertising. If an advertiser wants to know the chances of 

pre-emption for any class of time, station management will provide our best good faith estimate of the 

chance of pre-emption at the time an advertising schedule is placed. 

 

Fixed 
Ads are scheduled to air in a particular time range and/or on set days. Fixed ads will not be pre-empted in 

favor of any other ad and will air as scheduled.  The only exceptions to this are breaking news, technical 

issues, or emergencies as determined by the station. The likelihood of a commercial pre-emption is typically 

very low. 

 

Pre-Emptible 
Ads are scheduled to air at the station’s discretion in the program, daypart, or day specified by the advertiser. 

These ads may be pre-empted in favor of other ads purchased in a higher class of time. Should a pre-emption 

occur, the advertiser is usually notified at least one day in advance.  The station makes its reasonable best 

effort to provide a make-good prior to the of the schedule (or in case of a political candidate– prior to the 

election). Factors used in determining preemptions include the class of time, schedule end date, and the 

number of pre-emptions that the advertiser has incurred on the current schedule.  

 

This is the most common class of time purchased by advertisers. Schedules generally run at 60% to 100% 

clearance (the variance is determined advertising demand). This class of time provides a higher make-good 

priority than the “pre-emptible without notice” class of time. In high demand programs and time periods, it 

is likely that levels of pre-emption will be greater, including the possibility that spots will not air. 

 

Per Inquiry 
The station also accepts “Per Inquiry” spots. These spots are immediately pre-emptible and only available 

if inventory goes unsold to all other classes of time. No make-goods are available and station will sometimes 

decline these spots and add more non-commercial content to the broadcast. 

 

Package Plans 
These are often time seasonal or event specific and available to advertisers on an as-available basis.  

Commercials are scheduled to air as part of a broader promotional package that airs for an extended period.  

This is often around a specified event and or holiday. Examples include “Winter Sale” and “Memorial 

Day”. More information on rates and availability available on request. 

 

Policies contained in this Disclosure Statement are subject to change without notice in our discretion as due 

to programming, or to directives by the FCC. 


